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Going to Hustler in a few weeks
anybody want to buy BTC in LA
Survivor pool recap
Garrett v Reddit review

Chasers $2-$5 sometimes $10 $1k cap buy in
2.
Straddle one limp me to 35 Ad Qd. Same A3 guy calls BB limper calls I’m in HJ.
J42dd // 55 call fold. As. X 65 call. River Th X 105 and he folds. What if jam?? Paying
attention and A3 hand.
Takeaways:
a. You should be betting a lot of nut flush draws, especially with two overcards on
boards where two pair or straight are not viable.
b. You can bet close value spots with hands that can improve because you can call a
raise. You can use a "handcuffing turn sizing" on turns that hit you like this.
c. When the river changes the nuts to something where it's impossible for the
calling player to have you can bet more thin as you have to worry even less about
possibly folding away equity
3.
Open T2dd sb 3 bet then K7dd 3 bet I fold. Then UTG limps new player and I
overlimp Ad 8d. And fold a missed flop.
Takeaways:
a. Sometimes taking the more passive route preflop with a bad image on cusp
hands especially when you have frequently opened.
5.
Open JTo btn to 30 same a3 guy calls. Q33 X 25 call. Turn Add X 75 call. River T
X/X he wins A8o
Takeaways:
a. Beware of ace high peels on low paired board when considering triple barreling
across the river when an ace comes in on the turn
7.
Open KQo +1 30 BB and straddle call. QJ5r. Xx 45 call call. 225. Turn Kx. Xx 125
short stacked both fold.

Takeaways:
a. On occasion its ok to check really good barrel cards on the turn like in this case if
card won't give you action and a straight might come in. Look for front door flush
draws, however and tend not to do this with draw present.
9.
Limp new guy 15 me to 60 Qc Qs HJ limp call call. K92 xxx. 7cc. Xx 65 call call. R
Td. Lead 225 call both 9T. A3os
Takeaways:
a. It is ok to bet for protection on one street when checked to you twice.
b. It is much harder to overcall a bet than facing the bet headsup. You can
sometimes use this to your advantage if you are the FIRST caller and a hand goes
down in such a way where you think the player behind might not be that strong.
10. I open to 20 over young rec limp w 9Tdd. Guy left calls, A3o guy calls on BTN,
limper calls. $80.. FLOP: 834hhd. X 60 they all call. $320. Turn: 2dd Limper jams for
$280.. guy to my left calls, fold.. RIVER: Th. Young rec wins and guy to my left gets very
pissed.. 53hh
Takeaways:
a. Pay attention the way someone losses in the short term. Here losing player
flopped a set
12.

I raise to $20 As Jh, CO lefty calls btn blinds call. T56hh no cbet 4 o

Takeaways:
a. Watch number of players in a hand even when trying to figure out if you are
going to cbet even the best boards. And of course Cbet bluffing should take
image into consideration
13.

I raise 88 to $20 armo calls. 983r X 25 he just folds.

Takeaways:
a. In order to win a big pot in No Limit usually the other player has to also have at
least a medium strength hand. This can be frustrating when flopping sets
especially as the preflop raiser.
14.
One limp Armo to $20 me to $85 in sb Kc Tc fold he folds 88 face up
Takeaways:

a. A guy willing to show his hand.. How has he been doing in the short term?
Overfolding to 3 bet insanely tight
15.
You rec limps me 25 89dd he calls. A52rd X/20 he folds.
Takeaways:
a. Use small sizing on dry ace high boards especially against very wide VPIPing
limpers. They are going to miss so much!

